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Abstract: Robotics has been increasingly relevant over the years. The ever-increasing demand
for productivity, the reduction of tedious labor, and safety for the operator and the environment
have brought robotics to the forefront of technological innovation. The same principle applies to
agricultural robots, where such solutions can aid in making farming easier for the farmers, safer, and
with greater margins for profit, while at the same time offering higher quality products with minimal
environmental impact. This paper focuses on reviewing the existing state of the art for vision-based
perception in agricultural robots across a variety of field operations; specifically: weed detection, crop
scouting, phenotyping, disease detection, vision-based navigation, harvesting, and spraying. The
review revealed a large interest in the uptake of vision-based solutions in agricultural robotics, with
RGB cameras being the most popular sensor of choice. It also outlined that AI can achieve promising
results and that there is not a single algorithm that outperforms all others; instead, different artificial
intelligence techniques offer their unique advantages to address specific agronomic problems.
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1. Introduction

Agricultural robots have received significant attention over the last decade and are
considered by many as one of the most viable ways toward a more sustainable and more
productive agricultural sector. However, agricultural robots are complex systems that
consist of several parts; manipulators, grippers, wheels, navigation, and perception devices,
to name a few. Moreover, agricultural robots need to be intelligent enough to perform
complex tasks such as moving between rows, recognizing objects of interest, and avoiding
obstacles in the field. It, therefore, becomes clear that the development of both software
and hardware must be done in parallel if the industry is to achieve and surpass the current
standards and benchmarks set by humans.

Some of the most critical issues agricultural robots must face are related to the ability
of the robot to “perceive” its surroundings (vision system) and the intelligence not only
to understand it but also to control itself and the connected implements [1]. As a result,
breakthroughs in vision systems and artificial intelligence (AI) to improve robot perception
have occurred in recent years. Various sensing devices have been tested and are currently
used for this specific task, ranging from bump sensors to soil sensors and from sonar
systems to RGB cameras, each of which comes with its own benefits and limitations, thus
making them suitable for specific agricultural tasks. The same applies to the multitude of
AI algorithms deployed, ranging from highly complex and computationally intensive to
less complex and faster to execute.

Several reviews have been presented focusing on agricultural robots, dividing them
based on specific tasks, such as seeding, pruning, weeding, and harvesting [2,3]. Other
reviews focus on specific tasks such as the control of agricultural robot tractors [4], au-
tonomous navigation [5], and the key vision techniques for harvesting [6]. At the same
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time, there are also crop-focused reviews, such as cotton harvesting [7] and strawberry
production [8].

This paper aims to study and examine vision-based robotic perception and the AI algo-
rithms coupled with them. More precisely, the main challenges that led to the concept of the
presented review were: (i) to identify current vision sensors and AI algorithms developed
and deployed for each field operation, (ii) to support a well-documented development of
vision-based agricultural robotic systems, and (iii) the identification of key challenges and
future solutions for agricultural robotics vision-based developments.

This literature review paper covers scientific agricultural robotic systems over a wide
range of agricultural operations, mainly weeding, crop monitoring, phenotyping, disease
detection, spraying, navigation, and harvesting. Commercial systems are not covered
because technical details about sensors and algorithms are usually kept confidential. The
vision-based sensors covered by the review range from RGB, IR, and spectral cameras to
stereo vision devices, while the AI algorithms used to exploit those sensors for executing var-
ious field operations range from Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) to traditional machine learning techniques such as linear regression.

2. Review Framework

Before conducting the review, several theoretical considerations were considered that
led to establishing methodological steps, as presented in Figure 1: (i) establishment of
eligibility criteria, (ii) definition of the classification framework, (iii) literature research
based on the prior established criteria, (iv) selection of the most relevant studies for each
identified class, (v) analysis of the selected studies, and (vi) comparison of the findings.
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Figure 1. Review framework methodological steps.

Firstly, a set of predefined eligibility criteria were set: (i) the references should be
related to and developed specifically for agricultural robotic systems, and (ii) the proposed
solutions should have been deployed and tested in the field. On the other hand, there is no
limitation on the environment the solutions are developed for, e.g., greenhouse, orchard.
Next, the classification framework for the literature findings was selected according to the
major agricultural robotics operations as described in Section 3.
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During the literature research, the eligibility criteria were refined to allow for the
selection of the most relevant studies. Those are: (1) the included studies should be
research articles published in scientific journals or conference proceedings; (2) they should
have been published within the last 15 years (without including the current year). This
restriction is set in place as any technology developed before this is most likely obsolete
today. The selected studies have been collected from open online sources (such as open-
access journals, websites, conference proceedings, etc.), and through a literature review
in several electronic depositories, namely Web of Science, ScienceDirect, Scopus, and
SpringerLink. The primary literature research was conducted at the beginning of 2022
using the following search expression: (Agriculture OR farming) AND (robot OR robotics)
AND ((weeding OR weed detection OR weed identification)|(crop monitoring OR crop
scouting)|phenotyping|disease detection | navigation|harvesting|spraying).

As it can be observed, the first two parts of the expression focus the search on agri-
culture and robotics. The third part is different according to the specific field that is being
researched. For instance, only “weeding OR weed detection OR weed identification” will
be used when the weeding problem is analyzed.

Any emerging publication at the time of the primary literature research will have been
possibly missed and not included. Upon completion of the literature research, all selected
studies were analyzed, which led to several findings as described in Sections 4 and 5.

3. Operational Classification Analysis

The selected literature on agricultural robotics was classified according to the major
agricultural operations of which vision is an essential part, as follows: (1) weed detection,
(2) crop scouting, (3) crop phenotyping, (4) disease/insect detection, (5) spraying, and
(6) harvesting. The whole agricultural operation lifecycle can be observed in Figure 2.
Additionally, navigation (7) based on vision sensors was included as it is the core task of
every agricultural mobile robot, as an alternative to agricultural GPS-denied environments
during field operations. A summary of the most critical literature for each category is
presented below.
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It is important to note that every agricultural operation and related research may
use a different metric to report their results. This will depend on the criteria for what a
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successful application is. For example, for weed identification or disease detection, discrete
outputs will lead to specific metrics, such as accuracy (AC), precision (PR), recall (RE),
mean average precision (mAP), Mean Intersection-over-Union (MIoU), and F1-score (F1).
At the same time, these metrics also point to some specific computer vision problems. For
instance, mAP is used in object detection while MIoU is used in instance segmentation.
Other times, numerical continuous outputs will be necessary for some operations such
as phenotyping or harvesting. In this case, the coefficient of determination (R2), the Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Mapping in Absolute Errors (MAE), and the Coefficient of
Variation (CV) will be used in several cases. Finally, other papers could report very specific
application-oriented performance metrics, which are tricky to extrapolate to other related
works. For instance, average harvesting time or pesticide spraying reduction. All these
metrics can be checked in Tables 1–7. In the event any specific statistic is mentioned (e.g.,
maximum, minimum), the average is reported.

For the rest of the manuscript, color cameras will be used as a synonym for RGB
cameras, while spectral cameras will be used to comprehend both multi-spectral and
hyper-spectral cameras, i.e., cameras that cover a wider spectrum than visible light.

3.1. Weed Detection

Weeding is one of the most labor-intensive and tedious tasks in agriculture. Weeding
is performed either by spraying chemicals on the weeds and plants or by mechanically
destroying them using blades, fire, etc. Uniform chemical weeding applications were and
still are the most popular option to fight weeds as pesticides are selective enough to only
damage weeds and not the crop, even if the crop is covered by them. However, in recent
years, due to continuous pressure to shift towards more sustainable agriculture, spot spray-
ing, where only selected parts of the fields receive chemicals, and mechanical weeding,
where no chemicals are applied, have gained traction. Besides reducing agriculture’s envi-
ronmental footprint, those techniques also lower pesticide costs by reducing the amounts
of chemicals used. Spot spraying so far has not been possible due to hardware and software
restrictions. However, mechanical weeding, although available since the early days of
agriculture, was heavily avoided due to the high labor costs and the physical strain of the
task. The solution to making both mechanical weeding and spot spraying mainstream
came through the robotization of both tasks. Although spot spraying applications are
straightforward, mechanical weeding is more complex as there are two types of it: on the
first occasion, weeds are removed only between crop rows (inter-row weeding), and on the
second occasion, the space between crops is targeted (intra-row weeding); with the second
one being the more challenging as it requires the recognition of the crop in order not to
damage it. As a result, herbicide spraying robotic solutions such as the one proposed by
Raja et al. [9] for lettuce as well as mechanical weeding robots have been developed for a
variety of crops such as rice [10], lettuce [9], peach [11], maize [12], and tomato [13], with
some of them being already commercially available, e.g., Dino from Naio technologies and
Farming GT-Weeding robot from Farming Revolution.

A vision system is required for the robotic system to recognize and distinguish crops
from weeds. Therefore, most weeding robots are equipped with a vision sensor. The most
common one is the RGB camera, with the majority of them being relatively low resolution,
ranging from 640 × 480 [14] up to 1624 × 1230 [15]. The low resolution could be explained
by the fact that, in most cases, the camera sensor is placed near the object of interest.
Alternative vision sensors used for mechanical weeding are InfraRed cameras [16] and
stereo cameras [17].

Besides the hardware component, software, and specifically AI, plays a crucially
important role, as robotic weeding systems need to recognize objects of interest prior to
executing any task. As shown in Table 1, modern computer vision offers a multitude
of different solutions to choose from. For the weed detection and identification tasks,
several techniques have been used, from traditional machine vision techniques such as
the Otsu method [14] and using the green component in the RGB color space [18] for
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image segmentation purposes to more advanced algorithms such as Faster-RCNN [19],
YOLOv3 [12], Mask R-CNN [15], and semantic graphics [10], all of which achieve accuracies
higher than 70% and up to 99.75%. A detailed table of the algorithms used and their
performance metrics can be found below (Table 1). Finally, another proposed approach is
crop signaling, where dye is used to mark the plants, and then the algorithms detect the
color of the dye instead of the plants and weeds [9,13,20].

Table 1. Performance of machine vision weed detection algorithms (PR: precision; RE: recall; MIoU:
Mean Intersection over Union; AC: accuracy; mAP: mean average precision).

Sensor Crop Proposed AI
Algorithm Metrics Ref.

RGB Peach Faster-RCNN
PR: 86.41%
RE: 92.15%
MIoU: 85.45%

[11]

RGB Rice ESNet

PR: 86.18%
RE: 86.53%
MIoU: 51.78%
F1: 86.08%

[10]

RGB Red radish, garden
cress, and dandelion Faster-RCNN mAP: 67–95% plants

mAP: 84–99% weeds [19]

RGB Maize YOLOv3 AC: 93.43 maize
AC: 90.9 weeds [12]

RGB Soybean

Area feature
Template matching
Saturation threshold
Voting algorithm

AC: 73.3%
AC: 68.42%
AC: 65.22%
AC: 81.82%

[21]

RGB 32 kinds [22]

kNN
SVM
Decision tree
Random forest
CNN

AC: 84.4%
PR: 85.2%
AC: 77%
PR: 71%
AC: 78.8%
PR: 79.5%
AC: 90%
PR: 79.5%
AC: 99.5%

[23]

RGB Maize, common bean Mask RCNN mAP: 0.49 [15]

RGB Cabbage Haar cascade
classifier AC: 96.3% [24]

Summing up, weed detection is a task where vision-based perception and AI systems
perform more than adequately in combination. This can be attributed to the fact that,
on most occasions, the distance between the sensor and the object of interest is small,
that in many approaches, everything that is not a crop is identified as a weed, and the
comprehensive research on this topic, as weeding was the first agricultural task that
gained traction regarding robotization. However, several challenges still lie ahead for
creating systems that perform almost flawlessly. The most important weeding challenges
that visual perception will need to overcome are green on green detection, i.e., detecting
weeds between the crops, multiclass weed identification, i.e., identifying the different
types of weed accurately, and finally matching the system’s operational FPS with current
conventional weeding tractor driving speeds.

3.2. Crop Scouting

Crop scouting is one of the essential tasks that growers perform and that is some-
times overlooked as, on multiple occasions, it accompanies another task such as spraying,
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weeding, etc. Whenever the grower is in the field, he constantly tries to classify plants
based on their growth rate, blossoms, number of fruits, etc. All these tasks take place to
predict future crop needs and optimize costs. However, this task requires high levels of
concentration, which the grower cannot offer while multitasking. Moreover, it is based on
the grower’s experience and thus cannot be objective and cannot be performed by inexperi-
enced personnel. As a result, several robotic solutions have been introduced to automate
such measurements while also “standardizing” them and making them more objective.

Those solutions depend heavily on vision as they try to introduce a second pair of
eyes in the field, increasing the field data collected. The vision devices used vary based
on the trait being investigated. Common devices used are color cameras [25], spectral
cameras [26,27], various sensors measuring plant light reflectance such as IR radiometers
and OptRX sensors [28,29], and stereo cameras [30]. Measurements coming from these
sensors could be used in real-time as long as the sensors are factory calibrated. An example
is vegetation index measurements [26,27]. On other occasions, AI algorithms have to be
used to translate sensor data into meaningful and actionable information. Examples include
background segmentation, object detection, and predictive algorithms (Table 2).

Table 2. Crop scouting AI algorithm and performance per task (R2: coefficient of determination; AC:
accuracy; RMSE: Root Mean Squared Error).

Sensor Crop Task Proposed AI Algorithm Metrics Ref.

Spectral Soybeans Image
segmentation

Simple linear regression
NDVI based segmentation

R2: 0.71 (daytime),
0.85 (nighttime)
AC: 72.5% (daytime),
73.9% (nighttime)

[25]

Stereo camera Chinese cabbage, potato,
sesame, radish, and soybean

Crop height
measurement

Coordinate
transformations of pixels R2: 0.78–0.84 [26]

Stereo, thermal,
spectral camera Grape Harvesting

zone sorting - - [27]

RGB Greenhouse tomato Fruit counting Faster R-CNN (detection)
Centroid based (counting)

AC: 88.6% (occluded
objects included)
AC: 90.2% (without
occluded objects)

[28]

OptRx Orchards and vineyards Canopy
thickness Proprietary R2: 0.78–0.80 [29]

Spectral,
thermal Grape Water status PLS

R2: 0.57 (morning),
0.42 (midday)
RMSE 0.191

[30]

To conclude, vision systems have considerable potential regarding crop scouting as
most of the attributes related to plant health and status can be visually detected in visible,
NIR, and IR regions. So far, several systems have been proposed with promising results;
however, due to the speciality sensors required and the necessary algorithm calibration,
they have yet to achieve their full potential. Novel lower-cost vision sensors that are
task-specific will be needed, especially as AI algorithms have already reached a level of
maturity where they can handle increasingly large amounts of data in real-time. The next
step regarding AI will be to fuse data streams coming from different vision sensors.
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3.3. Phenotyping

Plant phenotyping is not only a laborious task, but it also requires high levels of
precision and concentration, since accurate and consistent measurements are of the utmost
importance to assure high-quality results. Plant phenotyping is crucial because it allows
the plant research community to accurately measure a plethora of plant traits (height,
biomass, tolerance, resistance, architecture, and leaf shape) to select and adapt crops to
diverse environments, new policy limitations, and trends such as low-input agriculture and
resource-limiting environments crop cultivation [31,32]. Most plant traits can be measured
using vision devices; as a result, robotic phenotyping platforms carry a number of them to
accurately measure more than one trait. Almost all phenotyping robots included in this
study were equipped with RGB cameras, as most traits can be detected without specialized
sensors. However, on some occasions, additional vision sensors are needed to facilitate
measurements of specific traits, such as stereo cameras for canopy-related characteristic
detection, e.g., stem diameter [33] and plant height [34]. Finally, as most sensors are
not calibrated for specific measurements, AI plays a crucial role in extracting plant trait
information out of the bulk of collected data. Traditional machine learning techniques
such as logistic regression function are used for plant classification [35], and popular deep
learning techniques such as CNN [36] and Faster RCNN [33] are used to detect objects
of interest (stalks, stems, and leaves). An overview of the sensors and machine learning
techniques can be found below (Table 3).

Table 3. Phenotyping machine vision algorithms and performance per task (R2: Coefficient of
determination; AC: accuracy; RMSE: Root Mean Squared Error; mAP: mean average precision; CV:
coefficient of variation).

Sensor Crop Task Proposed AI
Algorithm Metrics Ref.

Trinocular stereo
camera Maize, sorghum Plant height

measurements 3D reconstruction R2: 0.99 [31]

Stereo camera, ToF
depth sensor, IR
camera

Energy sorghum
Plant height, stem
width
measurements

-
Absolute measurement error:
15% (plant height), 13% (stem
width)

[32]

RGB-D Sorghum
Leaf area, length,
and width
measurements

Structure from
Motion (3D
reconstruction),
SVM (pixel
classification),
MLP (phenotype
classification)

Relative RMSE: 26.15% (Leaf
area), 26.67% (Leaf length),
25.15% (Leaf width)

[33]

Binocular RGB
cameras Sorghum

Plant height, plant
width, convex hull
volume, and
surface area
measurements

3DMST, OpenCV’s
Semi-Global Block
Matching

Height: STD 0.05 m, CV 4.7%,
3DMST, STD 0.04 m, CV 3.8%
SGBM
Width: STD 0.03, CV 8.6%
(3DMST), STD 0.04 m, CV
9.8% (SGBM)
Convex hull volume: STD 0.03
m3 CV 17.8% (3DMST), STD
0.03 m3 CV 10.7% (SGBM)
Plant surface area: STD 0.08
m2, CV 8.7% (3DMST), STD
0.11 m2 CV = 9.1 (SGBM)

[34]
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Table 3. Cont.

Sensor Crop Task Proposed AI
Algorithm Metrics Ref.

RGB and IR Wheat - - - [35]

RGB Corn Corn stand
counting

Transfer learning,
CNN with Softmax
layer replaced by
SVM

R2: 0.96 [36]

RGB-D Maize
Stem detection and
diameter
measurement

Faster RCNN,
convex hull and
plane projection

mAP: 67%
R2: 0.72
RMSE 2.95

[37]

RGB-D Maize Maize stalk
detection CNN AC: 90% [38]

To sum up, phenotyping has the potential to be fully automated through machine vi-
sion as most plant traits can be measured just by using visual information. Calibrated plant
phenotyping vision systems could offer an objective, reliable alternative to manual mea-
surements in the near future. Already developed systems achieve excellent performance in
assessing essential plant characteristics. The next step toward making such systems the
norm is the standardization of measurement procedures and the calibration of each vision
sensor and algorithm.

3.4. Disease/Insect/Deficiency Detection

Anomaly detection in plant production is one of the most challenging tasks agricultural
robotics faces [39–48]. Pathogens that require entirely different treatments can cause similar
symptoms; for example, yellow discoloration of the leaves can be caused by nutrient
deficiencies, fungi, and insects. Moreover, on many occasions, symptoms are not clearly
visible as they can be located on the lower side of leaves or even under the bark, thus
making detection even harder. Finally, such systems need to be highly accurate and offer
high sensitivity to avoid false-negative detections, as such a mistake could cause substantial
financial damage to the grower, which could be irreversible during the growing season. For
the reasons mentioned above, such robotic systems have failed to gain popularity amongst
the research community as the stakes are too high. However, because of the importance of
detecting such anomalies in time, the increasing cost of Plant Protection Products (PPP), the
resistance of plant enemies to existing chemicals, and the ever-stricter regulations regarding
PPP application, automation and robotization of anomaly detection are going to be one of
the few ways to move forward.

Despite the difficulties mentioned above, several disease detection robots have been
developed. The majority of them use color cameras since not all occluded symptoms can be
detected in the visible spectrum, while some solutions add additional vision sensors such as
spectral and thermal cameras as well as RGB-D sensors [39] to increase detection rates and
accuracy. Moreover, most of the developed systems focus on diseases caused by funguses,
bacteria, and viruses and fewer on insects, as in most insect infestations, identifying the
insect is also part of the diagnosis, and the robot movement can cause them to move and
hide, thus making it increasingly difficult to capture images of them. Despite the limited
research, existing solutions already exploit to the fullest the available AI algorithms such as
Neural Networks (AlexNet, SqueezeNet) [40], K-means, and SVM [41], achieving excellent
performance metrics such as disease detection accuracies higher than 90% in cotton [42],
higher than 98% in greenhouse tomato [43], and F1-scores higher than 97% for apples [39].
An overview of the performance of vision-based anomaly detection robotic systems can be
found in Table 4.
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Table 4. Performance of vision-based anomaly detection robotic systems (PR: precision; RE: recall;
AC: accuracy; R2: coefficient of determination; F1: F1-score).

Sensor Crop Task Proposed AI
Algorithm Metrics Ref.

RGB Greenhouse
tomato

Leaf mold
Yellow leaf curl virus

SVM
RF
CNN

AC: 98.61%
AC: 80%
AC: 80%

[43]

RGB Greenhouse
tomato

Plant village dataset
diseases [44]

AlexNet
SqueezeNet

AC: 96%
AC: 94% [40]

RGB Cotton,
Groundnut

Bacterial
blight/magnesium
deficiency (cotton)
Leaf spot/anthracnose
(groundnut)

NN AC: 83–96% [42]

RGB Cotton

healthy leaf, healthy
cotton, healthy repining
ball, diseased leaf,
diseased damages cotton,
diseased repining ball,
and insect

- AC: 90% [48]

RGB Coffee Alternaria, Bacterial
Blight, Myrothecium K-means AC: 79% [45]

RGB, Spectral, Thermal Olive tree Xylella Fastidiosa - R2 < 0.45 [46]

RGB-D, Spectral, Thermal Apple Rust
Scab

Mask R-CNN
(segmentation)
VGG16 (classification)

PR: 99.2%
RE: 97.5%
F1: 98.3%
(Healthy)
PR: 96%
RE: 98%
F1: 97% (Rust)
PR: 97.2%
RE: 97.2%
F1: 97.2% (Scab)

RGB - Pyralidae insects Otsu segmentation,
Hu moments - [47]

RGB Basil Bacterial blight K-means
SVM - [41]

Concluding, anomaly detection robots equipped with vision devices and algorithms
have started to prove their feasibility and the benefits they can offer. Performance achieved
is promising, and it can be expected only to increase as novel algorithms are developed.
Early detection of such problems will also be considered in the future. However, it is a
highly complicated task that requires an interdisciplinary approach and will most likely rely
on non-visible symptoms, as once the symptoms are visible, detection is considered too late.
Moreover, so far, early disease detection solutions have not been tested in combination with
an agricultural robotic platform. Finally, growers’ acceptance of such proposed systems is
expected to increase over the next few years, especially as stricter environmental and safety
regulations come into place, further reducing the growers’ quiver of available solutions.

3.5. Robotic Spraying

Performing spray applications is the standard practice in agriculture to tackle harvest
losses. Weed control, pest control, and disease prevention are the most common spraying
actions that a farmer must perform across a crop season to retain as much as possible
of the cultivated harvest. This practice increases profit and product quality; therefore,
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it is considered the most essential procedure apart from plant watering. Conventional
spraying methods have been proven to be quite harmful to the environment since the
application method is uniform. Currently, the spraying rate is independent of disease or
weed presence and plant growth stage. In essence, farmers spray as much as possible to
ensure maximum coverage. This practice leads to excessive contamination of the soil and
groundwater reserves, which in turn causes permanent damage to the local ecosystem
as well as the consumers that will eventually purchase the product. Furthermore, the
spraying procedure is quite labor-intensive and hazardous for the operators, who must
wear protective equipment to prevent contamination.

Recent developments in the robotic sector have started to creep into the spraying
aspects of agriculture slowly but steadily. Considering that spraying products are harmful
to the environment and humans alike, policymakers continuously regulate them, with bans
occurring annually. As a result, robotics offers a very appealing alternative to standard
practices in spraying applications to reduce human exposure while making sure that
chemicals are used properly and in the correct amounts. Multiple researchers have studied
the ways that a robot can be utilized for spraying, both in open field agriculture as well
as greenhouses.

The problems that most researchers are focusing on are spraying based on disease
detection and plant and weed presence [49–55]. Additionally, some researchers are trying
to optimize the robot’s operation by calculating the optimal air assistance for maximum
penetration based on the plant volume [50]. The results are more than promising, as spray-
ing regulation can be so efficient by a robot that the chemical reduction has been studied to
be reduced by up to 95% in extremely favorable scenarios for one of the studies [51].

Most of the studies are using standard RGB cameras, while a minority are exper-
imenting with more specialized sensors such as multispectral cameras [52] and Kinect
sensors [53]. The most common strategy for spraying guidance appears to be the conven-
tional image processing strategies (such as image segmentation and color transformation),
with other researchers focusing on more advanced tools from the likes of data fusion al-
gorithms, spectral indices, Huff transformations, Least Mean Squares (LMS) and Bezier
Curves to the use of Genetic Algorithms. The results vary in terms of metrics, but the
overall performance is promising for the uptake of such solutions in the future, as shown
in Table 5.

Table 5. Machine vision for robotic spraying.

Sensor Crop Proposed AI
Algorithm Metrics Ref.

RGB Vineyards Data fusion algorithm Error: Standard Deviation:
x = 0.34, y = 0,81, θ = 0.11, ϕ = 0.17 [49]

Multispectral camera Grapes (powdery mildew) Spectral indices 85–100% (detection accuracy),
65–85% (reduction in pesticide use) [52]

kinect (RGB, IR) Any Huff transformations 19% detection error [53]

Stereo camera greenhouse tomato, vineyards Sensor fusion 0.23 m trajectory error [54]

RGB camera Cereals
Image processing,
dedicated developed
algorithm

18–97% savings in herbicide [51]

High Speed RGB camera Orchards, vineyards Image analysis Airflow up to 10 m/s−1, distance
300 mm, 150 mm diameter

[50]

RGB Any Image analysis Pesticide reduction: 45% [55]

3.6. Robotic Harvesting

One of the largest problems the agriculture industry has been experiencing in the last
few years is the steady decline in workforce availability and constantly increasing workforce
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costs. The combination of those two is resulting in a reduction in production capacity and
an increase in production costs. Agricultural robotic harvesting has received increased
attention to tackle this phenomenon [56–72]. Bulk harvesters are already commercially
available (bulk apple harvesters for cider production); however, they are not suitable for
high-quality products as they damage the product while harvesting it. The next step
towards robotic harvesting is machines that can understand the product maturity, thus
allowing for selective harvesting while making sure that the product remains undamaged.
As a result of the above, the main tasks of these autonomous machines are focused on
the real-time detection, localization, and sometimes maturity estimation of the fruits to be
harvested. On top of that, agricultural robotic platforms must be able to operate in multiple
outdoor environments while also achieving robust detection under different types of crops
whose products differ in color, size, and shape.

The most important unit of a robotic harvester is the vision system, as it provides
critical information about the fruit detected as required by the harvesting components.
As it can be seen from Table 6, the majority (94%) of the methodologies are based on the
color information derived from an RGB camera. For fruit detection, image processing
based on color indexes is the most applied method in research papers [56,57], since fruits
are different from the canopy in terms of color characteristics. Moreover, besides directly
detecting the fruit, some researchers focused on peduncle [58] and stem [56] detection by
setting a predefined ROI above the fruit. However, outdoor image acquisition can have
a great impact on the quality of the images since the light is constantly changing, thus
producing image sensor noise. To deal with this type of noise, researchers often use non-
linear operations like gamma-correction [59], or blurring and morphological operations
among others [64,66,70], but also use transformations to alternative color spaces [60,61] to
have better control of the lightness dimension. A common step after image segmentation
of the fruits in the image plane is to fit the points that include a target fruit based on its
size and shape [57]. Moreover, upon successful detection of the target, a sensor capable of
providing 3D information like a stereo camera [56,57,60,62] is usually able to output the 3D
location of the fruit. This transformation from the image plane to the real 3D dimension is
then sent to the harvesting component (end-effector).

Table 6. Machine vision for harvesting in agricultural robotics (PR: precision; RE: recall; AC: accuracy;
R2: coefficient of determination; F1: F1-score; mAP: mean average precision; MIoU: Mean Intersection
over Union; TPR: true positive rate).

Sensor Crop Proposed AI Algorithm Metrics Ref.

RGB camera Apples CNN with improved YOLOv5

PR: 83.83%
RE: 91.48%
mAP: 86.75%
F1: 87.49%

[63]

RGB camera Zanthoxylum
pepper CNN with improved YOLOv5

mAP: 94.5%,
Detection speed (s/pic) 0.012,
Detection speed on edge device
(s/pic) 0.072,
GPU load on edge device 20.11
Detection FPS on edge device 33.23

[64]

RGB camera Strawberries
Mask R-CNN and custom vision strawberry
localization method to find the location of the
strawberries

PR: 95.78%
RE: 95.41%,
MIoU: 89.85%
average error of visual strawberry
localization = ±1.2 mm

[65]
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Table 6. Cont.

Sensor Crop Proposed AI Algorithm Metrics Ref.

RGB-D camera Sweet peppers
Color filter for identifying the pepper, semantic
segmentation using deep learning, Canny edge
and Hough transformation for stem detection

Under a single row system assumption,
harvest performance averaged over both
crop varieties was 61% for the modified
crop as opposed to 29% of the unmodified
crop.
Under a single row system assumption, the
harvest success rate for the modified
condition was 81% for first pepper variety
and 43% for second pepper variety.
For the unmodified condition, results were
closer at 36% for first pepper variety and
23% for second pepper variety.

[56]

RGB camera Apples Support vector machine with radial basis
function

AC: 77%
Average harvesting time 15 s per apple. [66]

RGB and stereo
camera Strawberries Color filtering to detect strawberry and set ROI

for searching for the peduncle in 3D image

AC: 60%
Fruits with 80% maturity or more, have the
successful harvesting rate at 41.3% with
suction device and 34.9% without suction.

[58]

Stereo camera Tomatoes

Image normalization with difference of red and
green graying, OTSU segmentation, ellipse
fitting, localization of fruits can be found using
feature extraction and matching using Harris
corners and camera’s intrinsic

ACC 99.3%
Tomato position error less that 10 mm
when distance is less than 600 mm except
some singular points.
Success rate of picking tomatoes at 86%
and 88% in two round tests.

[62]

RGB Tomatoes HIS color filtering, image binarization, circular
fitting

Success rates 83.9% in first round tests and
79.4% in second round tests [61]

RGB camera Apples and
oranges

Image pre- and post-processing and Yolov3 for
detection

MIoU: 89.7%
PR: 93.7%
RE: 93.3%
F1: 92.8%

[67]

Stereo camera Tomatoes Color extraction, Euclidean distance clustering,
Z-sorting, Sphere fitting using RANSAC Successful harvesting rate: 60% [68]

RGB camera Green pepper

Local contrast enhancement, Super-pixels
extracted via energy-driven sampling (SEEDS),
saliency map construction, morphological
operations

AC: 83.6%
RE: 81.2% [69]

RGB camera Apples Adaptive gamma correction, color filtering,
total pixel area calculation Average time reduction ratio: 70%. [70]

RGB camera Broccoli low-pass filtering, E7*E7 Laws’ texture energy
filter, median filtering, morphological operation

PR: 99.5%,
AC: 92.4% [59]

RGB and ToF
camera Aubergine

For detection of aubergine: color
transformation, cubic SVM, watershed
transformation, point cloud extraction, ellipse
fitting for occlusions: centroid calculation,
calculation of vector direction.

RE: 88.10%
PR: 88.35%
F1: 87.8%

[57]

RGB and NIR
camera

Apples, avocado,
capsicum, mango,
rock melon,
strawberry,
orange, and sweet
pepper

Faster R-CNN with late or early fusion. F1: 0.828–0.948 [71]

RGB and Stereo
cameras Strawberries

Color segmentation using HSI color space,
thresholds in this color space to get the
maturity level, region of interest (ROI) for
searching for the peduncle on a predefined
threshold area

Successful harvesting rate: 54.9% [60]

RGB camera Strawberries and
oranges

Multi-task Cascaded Convolutional Networks
using 3 CNN, augmentation fusion dataset TPR: 0.98 with 0.9 threshold value [72]
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3.7. Robotic Vision Navigation

During the last decade, for agricultural operations, attention has been shifted to Un-
manned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) to address human labor shortages and improve crop
production [73–91]. The most common solution for autonomous navigation in agricul-
ture is based on RTK-GNSS implementations to guide the platform along with the pre-
programmed path plans. However, the high cost of these sensors and the vulnerability to
signal loss have led many scientists to utilize low-cost cameras as an alternative to perform-
ing navigation in fields by identifying natural landmarks. Several crops, from orchards [79],
cornfields [62], maize fields [80], wheat [81], tea crops [82], wolfberry orchards [83], sugar
beets [84], potato fields [85], carrots [86], and soya beans [87] have been tested for visual
navigation (See Table 7).

From the sensor perspective, visual navigation algorithms utilize front, back, lateral
RGB, NIR, multispectral, or depth cameras for extracting the crop row that the robotic
platform will follow in real-time. Then, the image information is further used by traditional
computer vision algorithms such as grayscaling, excess green threshold, and image bina-
rization to identify and segment crops in the image, as well as morphological operations
to remove the sensor noise. After extracting the crops in the image, the most common
solution for extracting the navigation center or baselines is the Hough transformation or
least-squared error method.

Table 7. Machine vision for navigation in agricultural robotics sorted by grouping by using the:
RMSE, Angular and Linear Deviation, SE, AC, and other metrics (MAE: mean absolute error; RMSE:
Root Mean Squared Error; F1: F1-score; AC: accuracy; SE: Standard Error; DBMR: Detection Based on
Micro-ROI; TMGEM: Template matching with Global Energy Minimization; DAGP: Detection for
accumulation of green pixels).

Sensor Crop Proposed AI Algorithm Metrics Ref.

Multispectral
camera Orchards Green plane extraction, thresholding Maximum deviation: 3.5 cm RMSE:

2.13 cm [82]

RGB camera Wheat and
sorghum Kalman filter RMSE: 28–120 mm [76]

RGB camera Orchards Gabor filtering, PCA, K-means, Silhouette
method, medial axis, fuzzy logic

Maximum trajectory tracking:
14.6 ± 6.8 mm
RMSE: 45.3 mm

[73]

RGB camera Maize Background segmentation, binary image,
line extraction RMSE: 78.1 ± 7.5 mm [77]

RGB camera Crop-row fields Deep CNN RMSE: 5.8 degrees [89]

RGB camera

Sweet, green
and snow pea,
Chinese lettuce,
Cabbage, green
pepper, tomato,
and tea

Vegetation index, K-means, pixel spatial
operations, RANSAC

Max. RMSE of positioning (pixels):
83.9
Max. RMSE angle (degrees): 16.1

[88]

Stereo camera Soya bean
Fields Sobel, sum squared difference RMSE speed estimation: 0.13 m/s

Yaw angle estimation: 0.44 degrees [91]

RGB camera Arable fields Otsu’s method, SIFT
Average deviation: 3.82 cm
(Navigation accuracy)
F1: 62.1% (Lane Switching technique)

[74]

RGB camera Crop-row fields Excess Green Index, least-square fitting
method Deviation:4 cm [79]
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Table 7. Cont.

Sensor Crop Proposed AI Algorithm Metrics Ref.

RGB camera Maize Otsu’s method, Canny edge, Hough
transformation, linear fitting

Angle difference ±5 cm between
extracted and artificial navigation line [80]

RGB camera Wolfberry
orchards

gray scaling, maximum entropy threshold,
morphological opening operation,
rectangle fitting, least-square method,
fuzzy control

Lateral deviation ≤ 6.2 cm,
Average lateral deviation: 2.9 cm [83]

RGB camera Crop row fields

Vegetation index-based image
segmentation, Otsu’s method, Particle
Swarm Optimization, Morphological
Operation, Floyd algorithm, linear
least-square method

Maximum deviation detection
accuracy
Θ(left): 0.49
Θ(middle): 0.4303
Θ(right): 4.2302,
Θ(average): 1.5283

[87]

RGB camera Greenhouse
cucumber

Gray scaling, image binarization,
morphological operations, Hough
transformation, least-square method

First experiment,
Max angle deviation
Predicted point Hough transform:
0.48◦

Traditional Hough transform: 9.51◦,
least-square method: 15.21◦.
Second experiment, Maximum
deviation angle, predicted point
Hough transform: 0.46◦

Traditional Hough transform: 1.46◦,
least-square method: 5.28◦.

[84]

RGB camera Paddy fields SUSAN corners, Hough transform, fuzzy
controller

With initial position and angle error: 0,
the SE: 4.29 degrees and 44.68 mm,
With initial position: −20 mm and
angle error: −12 degrees, SE = 8,61
degrees and 45, 42 mm,
With initial position error: 80 mm and
angle error: 5 degrees, SE: 8, 85
degrees and 53, 56 mm,
With initial position error: 40 mm and
angle error: 17, SE: 8, 60 degrees and
(47 and 32 mm)

[78]

RGB camera Maize
Image segmentation, image denoising,
position point extraction, straight-line
fitting, extract navigation line

AC: 92% [75]

Time-of-Flight
camera

Maize and
sorghum

Bilateral filtering, RANSAC, Euclidean
clustering

MAE: 3.4–3.6 cm.
Lateral positioning MAE: 4.2–5.0 cm [64]

RGB camera Sugar beet Gray scaling, Hough transform Mean error: 5–198 (±6–108) mm
Median error: 22 mm [85]

RGB camera Tea crops Semantic segmentation, Hough-line
transform

Angle bias: 6.2 degrees and 13.9 pixels
distance [81]

NIR and depth
camera

Carrots, onions,
and radish

Image segmentation, RANSAC, particle
filter

RANSAC: 94.40%
Particle filter: 97.71% [90]

RGB camera Potato Excess green, morphological operation,
least-square error method

The mean detection rate DBMR
against TMGEM and DAGP regarding
CRDA
TMGEM: 0.627
DAGP: 0.860
DBMR: 0.871

[86]
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After having a navigation path from the vision system, this information will be sent
to the motion control system. A mobile control system is responsible for regulating the
robot’s motor, based on sensor feedback, generating the control signal needed to reach the
reference state. Rather than using traditional PID controllers, which are used in the indus-
try to compute and provide a correction based on proportional, integral, and derivative
terms, most researchers use fuzzy-logic controllers to control the steering angles. Unlike
proportional-integral (PI) and proportional-integral derivative (PID) controllers, fuzzy
controllers [83,90] can guarantee a more stable operation and better system performance.
The term “fuzzy” refers to the logical variables that are used to express the different states,
making the problem more intuitive to human operators. To conclude, machine vision-based
agricultural guidance systems combining state-of-the-art algorithms with motion control
offer promising results.

4. Discussion

The reviewed literature on vision-based perception in agriculture was classified based
on the major field operations: weed detection, crop scouting, phenotyping, disease detec-
tion, vision-based navigation, harvesting, and spraying. The total number of references
included is 101 in total, retrieved from various journals such as “Computers and Electronics
in Agriculture”, “Biosystems Engineering”, “AgriEngineering”, “Sensors”, etc., as well as
from publications in conference proceedings.

In most of the reviewed references and for most reviewed operations, the standard
sensor of choice was the RGB camera (see Figure 3). This is the first and intuitive selection
as it is a sensor that can be easily integrated into any existing solution. It receives lots of
support from the research and computer vision community while being low cost compared
to other more advanced sensors. However, based on the type of information required by
each operation and the level of detail required, other vision-based sensors might be used as
well. Such sensors include spectral and thermal cameras. Tasks such as plant phenotyping
and spraying rely on stereo and RGB-D sensors as well as on spectral and thermal sensors.
This happens because information not visible to the human eye is required, and depth
information can, on occasions, be more important than color information. Moreover, the
trade-off between the level of detail and the cost of sensors is also depicted in the choice of
sensors. Operations that will be mainly executed by farmers and growers, meaning that
they will have to spend capital to acquire the proposed solution, need to keep relatively low
costs to allow for acceptable depreciation times. As a result, weeding, harvesting, and crop
scouting solutions make use of cheaper sensors (RGB cameras) to keep equipment costs
low. While for tasks mainly to be executed by R&D departments such as plant phenotyping
more expensive sensors are used such as thermal and spectral cameras. Moreover, recent
developments in computer vision and AI have allowed for the optimization of those sensors
to artificially enhance sensor performance. As a result, a large amount of effort is spent on
the choice and optimization of the AI component.

However, extracting conclusions by comparing AI algorithm performances among
papers that use different datasets is a quite tough and unfair task. A very promising tech-
nique on a specific dataset could have the opposite results on a different but related dataset.
The illumination conditions, occluded objects, and type of sensors could lead to different
conclusions on the same algorithm. This issue relates to the popular no-free-lunch-theorem
problem found in optimization and machine learning. For that reason, the great variety of
techniques proposed across the different research reviewed in this paper can be observed
as positive. Three categories can be observed: (i) those that use histogram/vegetation
indexes and thresholding [30,43,52,61,64,71]; (ii) those that use traditional machine learning
algorithms such as SVM or Random Forests, and therefore, the features of the images are
extracted manually [26,39,47,49]; and (iii) those that rely on deep-learning and CNN’s
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methods (e.g., AlexNet, SqueezeNet, and VGG-16) [46,53], and thus, the features are
extracted automatically. Although this last technique represents the last trend among
AI methods, it has the drawback of requiring larger amounts of data to obtain good
performance and avoid overfitting. In addition, works such as [42] contain some hybrid
solutions that combine traditional and deep learning. Specifically, the fully-connected part
of the CNNs is replaced by an SVM classifier. It is noted that for all these techniques based
on CNNs, the use of self-supervised techniques is not reported [92]. These techniques
allow the use of much fewer data points and there is a seminar paper used for weed
identification [93]. However, in this paper, it was not reported that the computational
pipeline was deployed on a robotic platform, and, therefore, this line of research should be
further explored to integrate with operational deployments.
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When object detection solutions are provided, the balance between latency during
inference time and high performance (usually mAP or MIoU) is something to take note
of. Therefore, some works used YOLO-based detectors [12,55,80,83] looking for real-time
performance, while others [11,19,25,33,87] preferred the use of RCNN-based architectures,
where theoretically the performance is going to be higher. As it was explained previously,
claims across papers that Faster-RCNN’s performance is better than YOLO is challenging
since other algorithmic factors could play a major role; for instance, feature extractors
used in Faster-RCNN (VGG16, ResNet, Inception, MobileNet), matching strategy and IoU
threshold, non-max suppression and IoU threshold, data augmentation methods selected,
and training configurations including batch size, input image resize, learning rate, and
learning rate decay.

On the positive side, all the above-mentioned experimentation has allowed AI solu-
tions to achieve promising performances across all studied agricultural operations. An
overview of the most popular algorithms can be seen in Figure 4. However, it should be
studied critically as it was mentioned beforehand, each operation has its unique character-
istics, and even among the same operation, large performance variations can be observed
due to the large differences in shape, size, and color of the crop/weed of interest and the
difficulty or simplicity they introduce.
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5. Conclusions

In this review, the most recent research on agricultural robots, their sensors, and
the computer vision algorithms used has been presented. Different fields of agriculture
have been analyzed, specifically: weed detection, crop scouting, phenotyping, disease
detection, navigation, harvesting, and robotic spraying. From the analysis, it can be
concluded that regarding the vision sensors used, researchers are still experimenting
with a great variety of sensors, especially as the prices of the most complex and novel
sensors drop over time. However, due to their simplicity and the low trade-off between
performance and accuracy, color cameras are the prevailing sensors across all operations.
Regarding the artificial intelligence component coupled to those perception sensors, a
great variety of algorithms and techniques were used with promising results in most cases.
This means that it is possible a specific subfield of artificial intelligence could miss all the
advantages of other complementary subfields. Due to the many possibilities, AutoML [94]
should be further studied and used to avoid the exploration of some possibilities that are
not relevant either for research purposes or engineering ones. Specifically, fine-tuning
some thresholds and hyper-parameters that are highly dependent on datasets should be
found automatically with the AutoML approach. Regarding the next steps of research
in agricultural robotics, two paths are identified. The first one is closely linked with the
accelerated commercialization of agricultural robots in the past years. This will provide
large amounts of data regarding the real-world feasibility and performance of AI algorithms
and vision sensors in a variety of environments and socio-economic conditions. A thorough
examination of that data will be required to avoid repeating the same mistakes in the
future as well as to get feedback from actual end-users regarding the performance and the
trade-offs between speed and performance and cost and performance. The second line of
research will need to focus on the constant and rapid development of AI techniques such
as transformers [95] and self-supervised learning. With the first one, image-based solutions
like robots using RGB images as input could improve their performance since transformers
have demonstrated their superiority to CNNs. Concerning the second, the training phase
of the robotics algorithms could be more efficient since this technique allows for training
models without hand-crafted labels. Finally, to improve the current review methodology,
the PRISMA flow approach [96] will be used to obtain a more systematic revision of the
current literature.
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